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Land Acknowledgment

George Brown College is located on 
the traditional territory of the 
Mississaugas of the Credit First 
Nation and other Indigenous peoples 
who have lived here over time. 

We are grateful to share this land as 
treaty people who learn, work and 
live in the community with each 
other.

Learn more about our land 
acknowledgement

https://www.georgebrown.ca/george-brown-colleges-indigenous-land-acknowledgment
https://www.georgebrown.ca/george-brown-colleges-indigenous-land-acknowledgment
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AGENDA

Data collection (10
min)
Importance (5 min)

Integration 25 min)

Interdisciplinary (5
min)
Dialogue (15 min)

Agenda



Data collection
Go to mentimeter.com type in code 3515 4006

    Or use QR code:



Why data literacy? Why now?
In the 
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Large vs Small Changes

Quick “hook”

Quick “hook”



Times Table Table



Graph: How Halloween Overtook Day of the 
Dead in Mexico



Criticisms of Graph



Change in price graph



Telling a story



Food-insecure homes by province



Majority of food-insecure households in 
Canada are in the workforce



This or That?



This or That? Again



But it doesn’t have to be graphs: 

1)”[Ontario] now has just 661 RNs per 100,000 people, far below the average for 
the rest of the country, at 825." Ariss says the province now needs 24,809 
additional RNs to catch up to the average elsewhere in Canada.

2)

3) “Personal data is often compared to oil—it powers today’s most profitable corporations”



Pregnancy-related mortality



Interdisciplinary possibilities

21st-century teachers will teach content differently. The day of the 
disintegration of subjects will be replaced by an approach to curriculum that 
recognizes the interconnectedness of content areas or disciplines by 
demonstrating a knowledge of their subject as it relates to other disciplines 
and beyond that relating global awareness of the subject. - Geoff Johnson



Ethnicity a Risk Factor for COVID-19 Deaths



Headlines



Data Dialogue
Back to mentimeter.com type in code 3515 4006

    Or use QR code:
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